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backup to CD, DVD, USB
FTP remote backup

archive open �les
archive changed �les

advanced timetable to backup
ZIP, 7ZIP compression of �les

noti�cation of the status of the archive

automatically make backups

automatic report of archive

FREE CONSULTING

“SOLUTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
ARCHIVING YOUR FILES AND DATA”

“For 100% safety, your backups are 
stored remotely in our safe”



Excellent computer software
for automatic archiving of �les

What is SQ Backup? Main advantages:

7 x why to choose SQ Backup:

100% SECURITYHow to be safe?

100% SATISFACTION

Security of your �les stored on your computer is very important and everyone 
needs to devote to it. In every given moment there is a possibility of computer 
breakdown which would lead to losing all your �les. You have spent a lot of 
your time.

We advise you of using SQ Backup and take care of archive and set the most 
appropriate type of archiving, automatic daily archiving of changed �les and 
also a full backup. We recommend you to do a backup on di�erent destinations 
like external drivers, DVD, USB, or remote location which could also save your 
�les from natural disasters.

We advise you to keep two identical backups on two separate location.

Easy installation

Instant protection of �les right after installation

SQ Backup will take care of backup on its own

Without SQ Backup you can lose all your data

Protect all computers in your network

256-bit encryption for maximum security

Your administrator reviews the status of your archive daily

Option of safe storage to PRIBER data center

Flexible timetable of archiving

Auto-detection of changed �les

Advanced veri�cation of archive

Archiving open �les

Launch as a Windows system service

Noti�cation about the status of an archive (E-Mail, SMS)

SQ Backup is computer software for automatic data archiving. We live in an era 
where security and archiving of data is important and necessary. SQ Backup 
allows you automatic timetable backup to di�erent locations which are a 
simple way to protect yourself from losing data. You can also create a backup 
manually. SQ Backup takes care of automatic data archiving on its own, 
strongly encrypted 256-bit algorithm, and it also allows to archive open data, 
detect changed �les. You can also set E-Mail or SMS noti�cation of archive 
status.

Start using SQ Backup and protect your �les now! 
Tomorow might be too late.

Call now and we will tell you how to maximum secure your �les and data!
Zminec 30, 
SI-4220 Ško�a Loka, 
Slovenija, EU www.priber.com

info@priber.com+386 (4) 51 26 740
+386 (4) 51 26 741


